Stardate 10006.25


Host Mikey says:
Current status:

The runabout that XO Zaldivar and the rest of the Away Team are on is about 10 minutes from the crash site... due to interference from the alien craft, sensors can not easily detect any additional Breen soldiers....

Host Mikey says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission from 2 weeks ago.. Stardate 10006.25, 20:05 Eastern >>>

CMO_Foley says:
::sits in his office clearing the last of the crew medical reports and checking on the sickbay supply status::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Sits at his console making sure the maneuvers are all ready::

Host CO_Senn says:
::on the bridge, seated at her chair::

MO_Essex says:
::wakes up in the medical lab.. and jumps out of chair with a yelp:: self: David!  ::hits the floor face first and bites lip::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Impulse engines are gone.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::in engineering::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::flies the shuttle low, scraping the surface::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::walks in to the CMO's office:: Sickbay has been cleared sir.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Get us as close as you can but don't risk the shuttle's integrity....too much.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS*: status of impulse sir

CMO_Foley says:
::starts at the sudden panic from Natalia, gets up and quickly heads out:: Cross: Very well, sickbay is yours... ::exits::

MO_Essex says:
::sits up:: self: only a dream.. :: taste blood:: self: ahh nuts.. ::stands and grabs for the desk top.. holds lip as it bleeds::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Just see if you can hit anything that moves down there.. We won't have much trouble if you do.. ::grins::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: They died a moment ago.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@*FCO*: Mr. Sovok follow TO K’Tracht and back us up.

CMO_Foley says:
::enters Med Lab 2:: MO: Natalia, are you okay? ::heads over::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS*: aye sir

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Give me a status report, reader's digest version will do.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::brings up targeting sensors and starts making manual adjustments to compensate for alien interference::

MO_Essex says:
Computer: lights at half ::lights pop on.. lip is bleeding::  CMO: yeah I think so..

CEO_Teal`c says:
::walks up to console, checking system's::

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns and gets closer, examining her lip:: MO: What happened? You were sleeping then I got... well shock among other things.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::takes the shuttle up for a few seconds, just to see if XO gets clearer readings:: XO : That help any?

MO_Essex says:
CMO: just bad dream.. I'm ok.. Just .. ::tries to grin but hurts:: a mess ::notices the smell of cut plants::

Host Sci_Guy says:
@::walks forward next to XO Zaldivar::
XO Zaldivar: Commander, I think I'm ready to tell you what I saw on the surface..

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::surprised because  he had forgotten about the science guy:: SCI: Go ahead....

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles:: MO: Okay, sorry for bursting in on you like that. We should get that lip looked at though... ::pauses::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Warp is slowly being repaired, Impulse is down, Shields is slowly generating.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Not unless you have binoculars

MO_Essex says:
:picks up a piece of filter paper and holds bleeding lip:: CMO: do you smell .. ::looks at the hydroponics table.. all the plants half eaten::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Have Engineering give us a report on advance... we should have everything back in an hour if we are to make it out of here.

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns to Nimitz:: CTO: Tactical status?

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.

CMO_Foley says:
MO: Smell... it smells like plants why? ::follows her gaze to the table:: What the....

Host Sci_Guy says:
@XO Zaldivar: The alien craft appeared to be "powered down", until the Breen approached it.. then we detected massive energy readings, which increased to the point that it made our tricorders useless.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::shrugs, and keeps the shuttle going in low:: XO: ETA : 3 minutes to crash site

FCO_Sovok says:
::Gets a sudden Felling in his stomach and thinks "Not again"::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: How are the systems down there?

MO_Essex says:
::drops the bloody paper on the floor and runs to the hydroponics table:: CMO: what happened?! I just checked this.. 10 minuets ago!

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Permission to ::burp:: Go to Sickbay.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@SCI: Apparently they set off an automated system...did you see what happened to them.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS*:Shields 94.5%,Engines 72.5% and Impulse offline sir everything else is fine

Host CO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow at Sovok, then nods her head:: FCO: Granted.

CMO_Foley says:
::follows her to the table, leaning down for a closer look at the plants:: MO: I don't know... This looks recent though...

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : This could also mean this is their ship.. Some sort of prototype went wrong?

Host CO_Senn says:
::leans back on her chair thinking "great, we need all our officers at the ready, and they are suddenly suffering ill effects of something they ate..."::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Main power?

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Thank you. ::Runs to the TL holding whatever is in his stomach down::

MO_Essex says:
::hears a scratching behind a shelf.. turns and listens.. slowly walk toward the noise::

FCO_Sovok says:
Computer: Sickbay!

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: I was thinking more of a self defense system reacting to there weaponry....but you have a good point.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives on the deck and runs to sickbay sprinting into the doors::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* main power at 96.8% sir

Host Sci_Guy says:
@XO Zaldivar: The Breen that were within a close proximity, by my estimates, about 3 meters simply vanished.. since our tricorders were inoperable, we were unable to determine what happened to them.

CMO_Foley says:
::straightens as he hears the noise, and turns, seeing her walk towards it:: MO: Natalia, careful. ::follows::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> ::hears the doors slam and walk back into main sickbay:: FCO: can I help you?

Host CO_Senn says:
::hopes Mr. Sovok makes it to sickbay without trouble... then shakes her head and watches the junior officer take his place at Flight Control::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Thank you.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@SCI: Transporter or dematerialized?

FCO_Sovok says:
Krin: Stomach. It hurts. and its about to explode or something

Host Sci_Guy says:
@XO Zaldivar: Unknown.. ::points:: There's the site!

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::looks up from his cataloguing and out into sickbay:: What's going on out there!?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Sir, the Breen are one hour and half from this system. All tactical systems are online, if you want more detail information Mr. Teal'c is your man

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::raises shields and weapons::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::sees the crash closing fast:: XO : I recommend we stay well clear of the 3 meter radius?

MO_Essex says:
::slowly moves the shelf away from the wall.. a small red and yellow lizard bolts at Natalia and knocks her backwards.. it runs under David's legs screeching all the way::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Good idea.  Pass the order to your Security team.

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::heads out into main sickbay::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::nods::

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Thank you Nimitz. ::bites her lower lip, things just aren't going the way she hoped they'd go::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> ::grabs a tricorder and begins a scan of the FCO:: Cross: we got a patient

TO_K`Tracht says:
@*FCO* : Please be advised.. No one it to get closer that 5 meters of that alien ship.. Please advise!

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The runabout reaches the site of the alien craft..  there are a few Breen visible below.. as well as a few bodies of the remaining scientists.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::starts circling the site, from higher up:: XO : Do your thing..

CMO_Foley says:
What the!! ::turns to see where the lizard went, then back to Natalia:: MO: Are you alright? What was that thing?

Host Sci_Guy says:
@::sees the bodies of his friends and backs up..  slightly in shock::

FCO_Sovok says:
Krin: I think I am going to... ::Turns and hurls all over Cross::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::sighs and takes the tricorder from Krin, scanning Sovok::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> ::gets a hypo and gives the FCO an injection of anti-acid stomach stuff to easy the nausea::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::stumbles back, shocked::

FCO_Sovok says:
Cross: I am so... ::Laughs:: Sorry...

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Sir, I am sending one of my best men to question our guests. Or you prefer me doing the job?

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> ::snickers::  FCO: take it easy.. this is a recurring problem I see.. you might have an ulcer

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Speaker: Breen crewmembers surrender and prepare to be transported to a Starfleet vessel.  This is you only warning.

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: I'd rather have you around just in case our friends the Breen step on the accelerator.

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> FCO: You.... you... idiot!!! Arrgh!! ::storms out of the main sickbay area::

FCO_Sovok says:
Krin: No I think it was the burger I replicated last night... I asked for it rare.

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The Breen currently in captivity on the Europa intake a small pill.... within seconds they are dead.

FCO_Sovok says:
::yells after Cross:: Cross I really Am Sorry!!

MO_Essex says:
::closes eyes and scans for the life form:: CMO: it's .. it's the same being in my dream.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Think they will make it easy on us?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::laughs:: Yes sir. Got the idea. *Ens. Drist*: Ensign, please go and question our guests.

Host CO_Senn says:
<Brig guards> *CMO,  CTO*  The Breen in the brig apparently committed suicide.

CMO_Foley says:
MO: Are you sure? Well, I'll be.

MO_Essex says:
CMO: go on.. I can handle this

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The Breen on the planet open fire on the runabout... it is a pitiful display of force, but it shows they don't intend to surrender.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : I don't think so. But since they are not firing.. I don't know.. ::keeps the shuttle circling above::

CMO_Foley says:
*CO* I'm on my way. ::looks to Natalia:: Be careful. ::heads out::

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> FCO: I see.. well hold on then

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::returns fire attempting to take out the Breen without damaging the ship::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : So much for that idea ::shields take the puny hits, and hold steady::

CMO_Foley says:
::quickly heads into sickbay to grab a med kit, then on to the TL:: TL: Brig

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> FCO: no more raw meat .. got it?  ::hands him a bottle of liquid and gives him an injection:: 

Host CO_Senn says:
<Brig guards> ::scan the Breen extensively to make sure it's not a trick, but all tricorder readings say the Breen are simply dead::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: Most of the Breen take cover in the structure that the scientists have built near the alien craft

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*Ens. Drist*: Forget that, our guests decided to commit suicide

CMO_Foley says:
::arrives at the Brig, surveying the scene and taking out his tricorder:: Guards: Report.

FCO_Sovok says:
Krin: Ok, Thanks.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Sci: How important is that structure?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*brig guards*: Are you sure? Make sure it's not a trick.

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> FCO: this Anti-Nausea drug should hold you together till your stomach stops kicking.. and this.. ::points to the bottle:: is for the next time you do that

CMO_Foley says:
::kneels beside the Breen corpses, scanning them and working the tricorder::

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks at Nimitz, then shakes her head:: CTO: I guess they just don't like closed spaces.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::leaves engineering heading for deck 22 to repair Impulse::

Host CO_Senn says:
<Brig guards> *CTO* There is no doubt they are dead, sir... CMO Foley is here now scanning them. But I don't think they will be getting up again...

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> ::pats the FCO on the shoulder:: FCO; your fit for duty mister ::grins:: and no charge for Cross's services

Host Sci_Guy says:
@XO Zaldivar: There are countless artifacts we've uncovered from this planet, as well as Federation technology.. scientifically it is priceless, but in this situation...

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Apparently not. Perhaps it was the furniture. I've always said that some pictures would fit our warm brigs

CEO_Teal`c says:
::enters TL::

CEO_Teal`c says:
TL: deck 22

CMO_Foley says:
::turns to the Guards:: Brig Guards: Wasn't someone watching these prisoners?

Host CO_Senn says:
::smiles wryly at Nimitz:: CTO: We'll see what we can do about that some time.

MO_Essex says:
::sits on the floor and waits as the small creature runs in circles in panic::

Host CO_Senn says:
*CEO* How are the repairs to our impulse engines coming, Ensign?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives on the Bridge and takes his station::

FCO_Sovok says:
All: so what did I Miss?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Alright, you are on.  Land. I want those Breen dead and the artifacts in tact.... Think you can do that for me?

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::in his quarters after changing and having a shower:: Why me... ::sigh::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: A lone Breen emerges from the structure with a device over his shoulder, and targets the runabout... he fires, and a land-to-air rocket is launched.

MO_Essex says:
::the small creature finally approaches Natalia... sniffing the Betazoid.. and approaching slowly::

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Welcome back, Mr. Sovok. Please take your station... and you just missed mass suicide by the Breen in the brig, nothing out of the ordinary.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : I'd be.. Wooow... ::throttles up, and thrusts the Runabout up, high into the atmosphere..:: We've got problems..

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CO* heading there to repair them now sir ::Exits TL::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::fires at missile attempting intercept detonation::

CMO_Foley says:
::closes his tricorder:: Brig Guards: I want these corpses transferred to the morgue immediately.

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The rocket follows the runabout into the atmosphere, but it is hit by the XO's wonderful aim.

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Well that’s Comforting ::laughs:: Make sure you stay away from cross.. I think I put him in a less then happy mood. ::Sits down and checks the Engine systems::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::enters Main Reactor sector::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Nice shot... I think that makes a dent in your plans?

MO_Essex says:
::the small creature walks around in front of Natalia:: ~~~Dragon: easy now.. I won't hurt you~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
::mumbles to self:: I'm not going anywhere near Cross. :;aloud:: FCO: I'll keep that in mind, thanks for the warning.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: alright bring it around...::prepares a torpedo for launch::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::walks over to console; works patiently::

CMO_Foley says:
::stands:: *CO* No doubt about it Captain. The Breen committed suicide. You'll have my full report after the autopsy.

Host CO_Senn says:
<Brig Guards> CMO: Aye, sir. ::they start bringing in antigravity stretchers to carry the corpses... which are starting to smell already::

MO_Essex says:
::the small dragon approach her out stretched hand and groans... Natalia picks him up::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::straightens his uniform as he re enters sickbay::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::does a loop with the shuttle, and points it down, reducing speed as they dive n the structure's direction::

Host CO_Senn says:
*CMO* Understood Doctor.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*CEO*: Are shields at 100%?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Pulls up Main Power Grid::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CTO*:: Yes sir

MO_Essex says:
::the small creature fidgets but remains still:: ~~~Dragon: that’s it.. nice and calm~~~

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::fires micro-torpedo followed by full phaser spread into the Breen/Science hide-out::

CMO_Foley says:
Brig Guards: As you were. ::heads out of the Brig, and back to sickbay::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: Since time has passed slightly, the two Breen warships are now 1 hour from orbit...

TO_K`Tracht says:
@Sci Guy : Sorry for the Artifacts...

MO_Essex says:
::walks back to sickbay.. the small red dragon finds a high roost on Natalia’s shoulder and watches the weird hallways::

MO_Essex says:
<weird>

Host Sci_Guy says:
@::grimaces as the structure is hit, but also a bit relieved that those Breen are finally dead::

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Mattews> ::maintaining, routine system checks on power, engines and main systems::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::can't believe he is being forced to destroy so many artifacts of priceless value::

CMO_Foley says:
::enters sickbay and drops off his med kit, noticing Cross and Krin acting a little strange::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*CEO*: Sorry to interrupt you again, what's the status of phasers, torpedoes and emergency power?

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Shall we set down?

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> CMO: hi doctor! you just missed Sovok

Host Sci_Guy says:
@K'Tracht: I thank you for your sympathy.. but it needed to be done.. besides, that alien craft is more valuable than any of the artifacts we found.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@COMM: Europa: CO: Breen threat appears to be neutralized.   Investigating craft now.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Yes.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CTO* Sir all weapons are at maximum ::punches info into console:: and emergency power is at full status

TO_K`Tracht says:
@COMM Europa : Can anyone tell us how much time we still have?  Cause.. I don't think we have an easy task ahead.. All opposition is gone, but that ship seems to be well protected...

MO_Essex says:
::walks in with a red dragon hugging her neck and shoulders:: CMO: well.. you would never guess

CMO_Foley says:
::steps up to Krin:: Again? Same problem I assume?

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::nods at the Sci Guy::

Host CO_Senn says:
::relieved to finally get a report from the surface:: COM: XO: That's good news, Zaldivar. Just a word of warning, the Breen are one hour away. You don't have much time left. Be careful and keep us informed.

MO_Essex says:
<Nurse Krin> CMO: he had a raw meat sandwich 

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*CMO*: Please be careful with the Breen corpses. Their suit has a lock that may explode if it's de-activated properly

CMO_Foley says:
::turns to the sound of Natalia's voice:: MO: What? ::finally faces her and is startled by the creature on her shoulder::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Breen are now 1 hour away.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::working on repairing impulse::

MO_Essex says:
*CTO*: understood.. sickbay out

CMO_Foley says:
*CTO* Thanks for the warning Ensign, I'll keep that in mind. Unless you'd care to be present for the autopsy to make sure?

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: All right.

CEO_Teal`c says:
Computer: Status of Impulse ::types more info on console::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The energy field emitted by the alien craft suddenly increases... communication with the Europa is lost due to increased ionization.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::that answers my questions:: What the... XO : Sir, we just lost all communications, and sensor readings.. seems like..

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
*MO&CMO*: I am only warning you. If you want one of my men could go to de-activate the security system of the suit

OPS_Taylor says:
::Console bleeps:: CO: We just lost COM signal from the away team

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Seems like what?  ::checking his own sensors::

MO_Essex says:
::keeps a calm mind set and the Dragon sits quietly:: 

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: What? Was it our beam which failed or something else?

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : There's a disruption field being emitted from the ship.. it seems to have.. increased? ::flies the shuttle away from the Alien Ship::

Host CO_Senn says:
::extremely worried about what might have happened, hoping that the AT is safe::

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles at seeing the dragon seemingly behaving:: MO: How did you...? ::watches the dragon::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: he's harmless.. at least for now.. that rock you gave me.. it was an egg of some kind

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Some type of Energy field is blocking.  I'm trying to pinpoint the source now.

Host Sci_Guy says:
<Computer> Teal'c: Impulse engines are now at 80% efficiency.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Alright that’s it! I can't stand it anymore land this bucket of bolts next to that alien garbage heap we are going in and we are blowing it up if we have to....::notably annoyed::

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns:: MO: It was an Egg?? The crack... of course... Well I'll be.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: I'd bet it's the alien craft ::shakes her head:: Let me know what you find.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* Impulse is at 80% sir

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: As the runabout flies away from the alien craft, they regain communication with the Europa.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Sir.. That might not be a wise choice.. Who knows what will happen to us once we reach the 3 meter (or more) barrier that ship seems to have?

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CO* Impulse is at 80%

MO_Essex says:
::grins:: CMO: I'll have to figure at what he is later.. right now.. I can feel the tension on the ship going up.. what’s going on? besides dead Breen?

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO  Communications are back up..

OPS_Taylor says:
::Console returns with a bleep:: CO: It is the alien craft.  Yes, sir

Host CO_Senn says:
*CEO* Good job! What is our warp capability again?

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: The field expanded to meet us and we haven't died yet.  So I believe it is reasonable to assume we won't die at all....

CMO_Foley says:
MO: Well, from what I've seen. It looks like battle is on the way. We'll have to get ready.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Comm: Europa: Their is a field around the alien craft that prevents COMM, we are going back in.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Can you get the AT? Keep trying

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CO* warp 8 Sir

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: XO: Triton, remember we don't have too much time left. Be extremely careful, and don't hesitate in destroying the craft if you can't take it out in half an hour.

MO_Essex says:
::nods with the dragon clinging to shoulder .. dragon lets out a squeaky whine::  CMO: I think I'll take our friend here back to the medical lab.. he seems to like plants

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Thank you. :: Pulls up power grid.  And sees the Impulse Power gaining power.:: CO: I got them.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* any system problems sir?

Host CO_Senn says:
*CEO* All right. Congratulations to you and your people on a good job.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Sir.. I don't think that is wise...

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CO* sir

CMO_Foley says:
::turns his attention back to the dragon:: MO: Yes, seems to. ::smiles:: Just make sure it doesn’t get loose.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::leaves main reactor sector heading for TL::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: No problems with the power grid.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::keeps the shuttle away from the energy field::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::prepares a firing pattern to destroy the alien craft:: *Sec*: Please send a team and arm the tri-cobalt torpedoes. CO: Sir, I'm preparing the destruction plan "B" in case the AT can't plant the bombs in the alien ship

MO_Essex says:
::grins and takes the dragon back to the medical lab.. places him in a containment field with a few bowls of veggies and head back to sickbay::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* thank you; Ohh and inform me if you come across any problems please

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: You read my mind. Just make sure you don't fire until I say so ::smiles::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::enters TL::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The runabout's sensors detect another increase in power... the continued increase in power emissions seems consistent with a self-destruct system....

CEO_Teal`c says:
TL: deck 33

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Sci Guy: Do you think its safe?

MO_Essex says:
::enters sickbay.. dragon free::

CMO_Foley says:
MO: Looks like you have a pet ::grins::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Wow.. Another increase.. I don't think we should be around here much longer.. these energy levels are becoming way to high for a normal defense mechanism..

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Aye sir. *Sec*: Be very careful, you know tri-cobalt is highly unstable. We don't want to lose half of the ship

CEO_Teal`c says:
::exits TL; heading for main engineering::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: seems that way don't it

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Take us to orbit.

Host CO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow at hearing Nimitz... but dismisses it. His caution is not a bad thing after all::

Host Sci_Guy says:
@XO Zaldivar: I've gone into uncharted space, explored alien worlds... but I've never been as apprehensive as I am now.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Sir.. I suggest you warn the Europa.. We may have a really big explosion coming.. From these readings.. It could be massive..

CEO_Teal`c says:
::enters Engineering; Turns around and notices EO Matthews working at his console::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Aye sir.. ::takes the shuttle up::

MO_Essex says:
::picks up a PADD and speaks briefly with Nurse Krin.. looks at Cross and smiles::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
Sec> *CTO*: Especially if it is OUR half of the ship

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles warmly at her, then turns to the supply manifest on the counter::

CEO_Teal`c says:
EO Matthews: Thanks for watching over main systems, you may head back to fix one of the lounges replicators

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Matthews> CEO Teal’c: yes sir

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Sir the shuttle is going out of the planet. They'll reach orbit in a few minutes

MO_Essex says:
~~~CMO: what did you mean.. when you said among other things?~~~

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::glances at the MO, smiling slightly and non-convincingly::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Sir.. we should warn the Europa...

XO_Zaldivar says:
@COMM: Europa: Captain. I am loathe to say this.  We are returning to the ship.  Readings indicate that the alien vessel may be self-destructing.  I suggest we aid it by unleashing a few high yield torpedoes.

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Matthews>::leaves engineering to work on his assigned job::

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Thanks Nimitz.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Take us back to the Europa Mr. K’Tracht.  ::slumps in his chair dejectedly::

MO_Essex says:
::looks at Cross.. then remembers lip.. hold mouth.. and heads for the surgical tray::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: XO: Understood... ::pity they won't get that cloaking device after all:: We will as soon as you're in orbit, Commander.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : Sir.. I would suggest we get out of this system fast.. the energy readings just keep on rising...

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles:: ~~~MO: You heard that... Of course. Well...~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Are the torpedoes ready?

TO_K`Tracht says:
@XO : That thing seems like a small sun from the reading I am getting right now..

CEO_Teal`c says:
::walks up to console and works on console::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Armed and ready.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Be ready to clear the shuttle to enter the shuttlebay.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: Then get us into the big ships belly quickly.

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: As soon as the shuttle is clear from the path of the torpedoes, let me know.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.

TO_K`Tracht says:
COMM : Europa : Attention Europa.. We're coming in fast.. Ready the safety procedures... I don't think we can wait for the normal tractored entry on the shuttlebay....

MO_Essex says:
::picks up an dermal regenerator and a mirror:: ~~~CMO: you said it out loud ~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: TO: Acknowledged.

OPS_Taylor says:
COMM: XO: You're cleared for main shuttlebay.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@COMM: EUROPA:  Captain it would appear to be necessary for us to outrun the explosion that is about to occur.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: That was for you... open the shuttlebay, and be ready.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: We should wait till the shuttle enters the bay, just in case we need to leave the orbit, after all we don't know how powerful the explosion will be.

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: plot escape course, back to the starbase... max impulse until we clear the system, max possible warp afterwards.

MO_Essex says:
::begins repairing lip and shrugs::

XO_Zaldivar says:
@Sci Guy: Brace yourself. ::follows his own advice::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::as the shuttle leaves orbit, K’Tracht considers a quick warp jump to get closer to the Europa.. But chooses against it..::

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: You are right. We'll proceed that way.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens main shuttlebay doors, places safeties in place::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::Straps himself in:: All you guys back there.. Get to your seat, and buckle up...

XO_Zaldivar says:
@TO: we are clear for main shuttle bay....spare the brakes.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::grins:: ETA : 1 minute..

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Energy readings from the planet?

Host Sci_Guy says:
@::sits down, straps in, and gets ready..::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Extremely high and rising.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::already sees the Europa, brings the shuttle in a straight line to the Europa's shuttle bay at full impulse...::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Full safeties engaged in main shuttlebay.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::when he gets almost in the Shuttle bay doors, he cuts power to impulse, turns the shuttle around quickly, and engages power again (to reduce speed)::

MO_Essex says:
::finishes lip and wipes off dried blood::

Host CO_Senn says:
<FCO> *CEO* We're going to go to full impulse and then to warp, sir.

XO_Zaldivar says:
@::wonders if unstrapping his knife right now would be fun::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Let me know as soon as the shuttle is docked.

CMO_Foley says:
~~~MO: Well... I picked up a few strange things from you. Something about the Civ... I'm not sure.~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: One minute more, I guess...

CEO_Teal`c says:
*FCO* aye sir

CEO_Teal`c says:
::gets into set and buckles up::

MO_Essex says:
::looses grip on the dermal regenerator and it hits the floor.. fumbles to pick it up:: 

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::places his finger one inch above THE BUTTON (tm)::

Host CO_Senn says:
<Shuttlebay guys> ::all wow! and whee! at the sight of the shuttle's maneuver::

CMO_Foley says:
::feels that and walks over:: MO: Natalia... what is it?

MO_Essex says:
~~~CMO: I don't know what’s going on.. but Jyg Lo.. ::shrugs:: something’s not right with him~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Fire.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::fires::

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The energy output from the alien craft reaches critical, and the craft goes ka-blooie..

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: did the shuttle dock safely? If they did, close shuttlebay doors.

MO_Essex says:
::grabs the table at the sudden feeling of an energy release..::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Shuttle is docked.

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::with a swift screech sound, the shuttle scrapes the shuttle bay deck, and ends up mere inches from the far wall::

CMO_Foley says:
::nods:: ~~~MO: Yes, I had noticed a few things. I'd dismissed them though... why... did you.. "find" something?~~~

OPS_Taylor says:
::Closing shuttlebay doors::

XO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Site to site transport of TO K’Tracht and I to the bridge.  Now!

MO_Essex says:
::nods::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: The alien craft has exploded.

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: The energy wave envelops the land of the planet and continues outward, towards the Europa (and everything).. 45 seconds to impact.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Shuttlebay doors closed.

Host CO_Senn says:
<Shuttlebay guys> ::clapping, although the sound does not go through the transparent aluminum windows in the upper level, behind which some were crouching::

TO_K`Tracht says:
@::phew:: All : Thank you for flying Air K’Tracht.. Please unstrap your seatbelts, and proceed to the nearest exit..

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Take us out.

Host CO_Senn says:
<FCO> ::engages full impulse, and the Europa breaks orbit to leave the system::

CMO_Foley says:
~~~MO: What did you find?~~~ ::isn't sure if he likes where this is going::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Activates transporter::

Host CO_Senn says:
<Shuttlebay guys> ::open the comm to the shuttlebay so whoever the pilot was can hear the cheering::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::appears in his chair on the bridge:: CO: Hello Captain.

MO_Essex says:
::looks at David:: ~~~CMO: some how.. his mind has splintered.. I met his missing piece in my dream.. soon.. the effects of this condition will be come very noticeable~~~

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::glances at the CMO and MO, standing there quietly::

Host CO_Senn says:
::blinks at the sudden appearance:: XO: Hello Mr. Zaldivar. You have to tell me how you do that some time.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: My sudden appearances or my ability to causes mass destruction? ::points at the explosion on the viewscreen::

MO_Essex says:
::looks up at Cross::

Host CO_Senn says:
::her eyes turn the direction Zaldivar is pointing at:: XO: I wouldn't have done much different, I'm afraid. I meant your sudden appearances.

CMO_Foley says:
::blinks:: ~~~MO: You met him... a piece of him in your dream... My... What do you know of him and what's going to happen?~~~

TO_K`Tracht says:
::appears on the bridge:: What the...

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: ETA to leave the system?

MO_Essex says:
Cross: do you need something Mr. Cross?

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: It's all about who you know...and how to ask. ::winks::

Host Sci_Guy says:
<FCO> CO Senn: 20 minutes ma'am.. we're well out of range of that wave.

Host CO_Senn says:
::opens her eyes wide at the sight of K'Tracht, then smirks:: All: Gentlemen, don't abuse site to site... ::the smile making it impossible for anyone to get the scold::

CMO_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::quickly glances away when he sees the MO's head turn:: MO: No not at all Sir. ::quieter:: Stupid Kevin, very stupid.

MO_Essex says:
::looks back at Dave:: ~~~CMO: I'm not sure.. but I think he might go insane~~~

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Good.
CTO: And where are our Breen friends?

TO_K`Tracht says:
CO : But.. I.. He.. ::looks at XO:: That was quick..

Host Sci_Guy says:
<FCO> CO Senn: Estimate time to reach Starbase 412 at maximum safe speed.... a little over 5 days..

Host Sci_Guy says:
ACTION: With no way to know what exactly has happened, the Breen are still 40 minutes out.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::"my God, 5 days of boredom in empty space::

CMO_Foley says:
::eyes widen for a second:: ~~~MO: Well we've got to get him in here then~~~

XO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Take your station Mr. K’Tracht and don't contradict the Captain ::smiles barely able to contain himself::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Welcome aboard, Ensign

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at the FCO:: FCO: Sounds good enough. Just make sure we go to warp, I have no intention to stay and start diplomatic talks with the Breen at this point. They are not going to be appreciative of our activities here.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: I recommend we leave the Breen a recording...perhaps a beacon.

MO_Essex says:
::nods and looks at the floor::

TO_K`Tracht says:
XO : Aye sir.. ::smirks, and heads off to Tactical:: CTO : How was your day, sir?

Host CO_Senn says:
::grins at both XO and TO, then leans back in  her chair, crossing her legs comfortably::

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: And what would be the message?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Not as interesting as yours

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: And don't know you but I need to eat and take a shower

CMO_Foley says:
::places his hand on her shoulder:: ~~~MO: We'll get him though this, there has to be a way~~~

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: We'll be creative....I'm thinking a holo of the party that I'm throwing in the mess hall....

MO_Essex says:
::grins at David:: CMO: up for lunch?

MO_Essex says:
CMO: we can talk about it then

TO_K`Tracht says:
CTO : Sorry, sir.. I have other plans.. ::inconspicuously glances over at the CO::

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: Well... they might get a kick out of that ::trying not to laugh::

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles:: MO: It would be my pleasure then.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::catches the TO's glance:: TO: Oh no, please not again

MO_Essex says:
CMO: I'm tired.. my nap wasn't very restful.. I think some food would help ::grins::

Host Mikey says:
<<< End Europa Mission, Stardate 10006.25, 21:11 Eastern.. >>>
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